2022
New Mover
Trends Report

V12, A Porch Company, commissioned The Harris Poll to conduct the 2022 New Mover Trends
Report. The Harris Poll is a global consulting and market research firm that strives to reveal
the authentic values of modern society to inspire leaders to create a better tomorrow. It
works with clients in three primary areas: building twenty-first-century corporate reputation,
crafting brand strategy and performance tracking, and earning organic media through
public relations research. One of the longest-running surveys in the U.S., The Harris Poll has
tracked public opinion, motivations and social sentiment since 1963, and is now part of
Stagwell, the challenger holding company built to transform marketing.
Visit Website
Research Methodology
The research was conducted online in the United States by The Harris Poll on behalf of V12
Data among 1,009 adults who have moved in the last 12 months or will move in the next 3
months. The survey was conducted June 21st to June 30th, 2022.
Data are weighted where necessary by age, gender, race/ethnicity, region, education,
marital status, household size, household income to bring them in line with their actual
proportions in the population.
Respondents for this survey were selected from among those who have agreed to
participate in our surveys. The sampling precision of Harris online polls is measured by
using a Bayesian credible interval. For this study, the sample data is accurate to within ±3.8
percentage points using a 95% confidence level. This credible interval will be wider among
subsets of the surveyed population of interest.
All sample surveys and polls, whether or not they use probability sampling, are subject to
other multiple sources of error which are most often not possible to quantify or estimate,
including, but not limited to coverage error, error associated with nonresponse, error
associated with question wording and response options, and post-survey weighting and
adjustments.
Background & Objective
The New Movers 2022 Survey aims to understand the characteristics, desires and decisions
new movers make. In particular, the study focused on the timeframe of their move, their
expenditures, and home improvement plans/needs. Additionally, the study continues to
gauge the likelihood of new movers to try other brands and companies and what exactly
entices them to try such brands/companies. This year, we also focused on the social media
habits of new movers and how social media influences purchases.
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About Us

V12 is an audience and marketing solutions provider that delivers insight on movers
and homeowners, with more context, and greater precision than any provider in the
market. Our solutions deliver early access to 80+% of US homebuyers. V12 provides
movers, consumer, shopping intent, auto, and property insights to deliver highly
personalized, omnichannel, one-to-one marketing campaigns and outcomes across
multiple industries.
Visit Website

Seattle-based Porch Group, the vertical software platform for the home, provides
software and services to more than 28,500 home services companies, such as home
inspectors, moving companies, real estate agencies, utility companies, and warranty
companies. Through these relationships and its multiple brands, Porch Group provides
a moving concierge service to homebuyers, helping them save time and make better
decisions on critical services, including insurance, moving, security, TV/internet, home
repair and improvement, and more.
Learn More About Porch Group

MoverTech is powered by Porch technology, who provides software and services to
home services companies. Through these companies, Porch gains early access to
homebuyers, seeing 80+% of all houses bought in the U.S. per year. This proprietary
source of information is combined with V12’s rich foundation of marketing data and
insight to form the MoverTech suite of mover marketing data and technology solutions.
Learn More About MoverTech

Visit Porch.com
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For years, mover marketing hasn’t changed—little differentiation between vendors, few
insights into pre-move indicators, and a focus on direct mail channels. Until now.
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Moving is the most
powerful economic trigger in
a consumer’s life.

New movers represent a lucrative segment for many businesses. However,
not only are new movers a high spending audience, they are also in a
transitional stage that makes them more open to developing new brand
loyalties.
The 2022 New Mover Trends Report by V12 dives into the profile of the modern
mover, what motivates them, and how they spend so you can start turning
new movers into new customers for your business.
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Profile of Today’s
New Mover
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2022 New
Mover Profiles
According to United States Census Bureau,
approximately 30 million people move each
year. So, who moved in 2022? This section
examines the profile of the 2022 new mover,
including their demographics, homeownership
status, recent life events, and more.

Meet 2022’s New Movers
Of 2022’s new movers, Millennials (age 26-41) make up the largest generational
segment, followed by Gen X (age 42-57), Gen Z (age 18-25), and Baby Boomers+
(age 58+). New movers are predominately moving or planning to move into a
bigger home (43%) or their first home (27%). When it comes to owning vs. renting
currently, new movers are evenly split.

New Movers by Generations
Baby Boomers+

Gen Z

13%

Gen X

New Mover Personas

19%

43% Moving Up

(i.e., they are/are planning to
move into a bigger home)

27% 1st Time Homebuyers

(i.e., they recently/are going to be
purchasing their first home)

22%

16% Moving Down

(i.e., they are/are planning to move
into a smaller home)

46%

13% Empty Nesters

Millennials

48% of New Movers
are Owners
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(i.e., their child(ren) has/have
moved out)

50% of New Movers
are Renters
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Life Events
The data from 2022 confirms that there may be a connection between recent life
events and moving. Nearly two-thirds (64%) of new movers have experienced a
recent life event, such as purchasing a car/vehicle (28%), becoming employed
(17%), and getting married (8%).

Recent Life Events

2022 vs 2021 Life Events
In 2022, more new movers had recently become employed compared to
2021. (17% vs 7%). This year, less new movers had recently finished paying off
student loans compared to 2021 (7% vs 26%).

Current Owners are more likely
than Current Renters to have
recently bought a car/vehicle
(34% vs. 24%).

64%
12

Marketing Tip
of new movers have experienced a recent
life event, specifically buying a car and
becoming employed.
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64% of new movers had a recent life event. Integrating life event triggers
into your marketing programs provides your brand with more insights and
opportunities to engage with in-market consumers. Learn more.
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Moving Behaviors
On move-in day, new movers have a can-do attitude. More
than half (52%) of new movers did or plan to pack and move
independently, but many did/plan to ask for help from friends
and family (46%). This is followed closely by those who did/
plan to rent a moving truck (41%) and/or use a moving
company (32%).

When it comes to
moving, new movers
are most commonly self
reliant or asking for help
from friends and family.

52%
52%

46%
46%

41%
41%

Items Myself Ask forAsk
for
helpothers
from others Rent a Rent
a Moving
MovingMoving
Items Myself
help
from
Moving
Truck Truck

(i.e.,
packing, transporting
one's own items
(i.e., packing,
transporting
one's own items)

family, friends)
(i.e., family,(i.e.,
friends)

32%
32%

14%
14%

Use a Moving
Company
Use a Moving
Company

Use a Moving
Use a Moving
Pod Pod

(i.e., for
packing, transporting
items)
(i.e., for packing,
transporting
items)

Current homeowners are more
likely than current renters to
have used/plan to use a moving
company during their move.
(38% vs 26%).
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The Past, Present, & Future...
Owners vs Renters Moving Plans

Owners vs Renters: Previous Primary Residence
Among those who
moved in the past
12 months...

Our research explored new movers’ previous, current, and future residences to uncover
insights on owning vs renting trends. Interestingly, 38% of current owners who previously
rented/leased at their previous residence now own a home. In addition, 31% of current
renters who are planning to move in the next 3 months are planning to own their home,
suggesting that homeownership is still an important life milestone for many Americans
despite the competitive and volatile housing market.

61% of current
owners and 34%
of current renters
previously owned
their former
residence.
38% of current
owners and 65%
of current renters
previously rented/
leased.

Owners: Type of Current Primary Residence
76% - A house that I own
15% - An apartment/condominium that I own
9% - Another type of home that I own

Owners vs Renters: Plans to Move in the Next 3 Months
59% of current
owners and 31%
of current renters
planning to move
in the next 3
months plan to
own their home.
Renters: Type of Current Primary Residence
49% - A house that I rent/lease
40% - An apartment that I rent/lease
11% - Another type of home that I rent/lease
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39% of current
owners and 63%
of current renters
planning to move
in the next 3
months plan to on
rent their home.
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Profile of Today’s New Mover

What This Means
for Marketers
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Profile of Today’s New Mover

What This Means for Marketers

From: 42 Garden Drive, Erie, PA

Target Movers With Rich
Insights Across the Entire
Move Journey
Our new mover audiences are
enhanced with rich insights into
consumer preferences, lifestyles,
interests, property data and billions
of purchase intent signals for
unparalleled insights.

Proprietary Insights On

To: 104 Oak Street Charlotte, NC
(555) 412-5398
Married, 2 Kids
Gaming, Fitness

$85k Salary
2 Dogs, 1 Cat
2018 BMW M4

Browsing for Home Security
Visited Home Improvement Store Monday

80% of U.S. Homebuyers Annually
Powered by Porch Technology

As a member of the Porch Group, V12 has unique access to premover
insights unlike any other insights available on the market today. The
result? Highly comprehensive audiences across the entire move cycle
to power your acquisition and retention strategies.
Household & Contact Insights
Take advantage of the deepest and most flexible source of assets in the industry,
with breadth & depth at 200+ attributes: date of birth, home ownership, occupation,
gender, donors, estimated income, age, telephone number, and many more.
Active Shopping Insights
Understand what movers are shopping for. Get insights into billions of shopping
signals to power your campaigns. Reach movers who have recently visited your
location or a competitor’s, and those browsing online for products you sell.
Consumer Segments
Target movers using sophisticated AI and machine-learning. V12 blends mobile
location data with consumer attribute insights to develop a 360-degree view of
consumers’ choices, preferences, lifestyles and shopping intent.

Making data actionable is one of the
greatest challenges to executing a mover
marketing program. Learn more.
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Property Insights
Access an extensive catalog of rich property characteristics, including dwelling type,
mortgage amount, square footage, and many more to help you identify unique
opportunities and enhance your targeting.
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Where is Mary Moving To and From?
To and From mover address data from MoverTech offers
valuable opportunities to target movers while they’re making
major purchase decisions.

Meet Mary, a
Verified Premover.
Mover Profile
Name: Mary Roberts
Moving Stage: Verified Pre-Mover, Home Under Contract
Moving Type: Moving Up
Recent Life Event: New job
Email: maryl@example.com
Phone: (813) 812-4636
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Where can Mary be Reached?

Mary’s Recent Shopping Behavior
Browsing online for home appliances
and furniture
Recently visited a Home Depot and a
local home improvement store.
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How Today’s
New Mover Spends
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Shopping
Behavior

During a move, consumers buy new items and
invest in new services. As a result, the new mover
audience provides brands across industries with
a valuable customer acquisition opportunity.
This section uncovers key insights on new
movers’ shopping behavior, including time spent
researching services, average amount spent
on items and services during a move, timing of
purchases, enticements to try new brands, social
media purchasing power, and more.

Research Behavior
For new movers, research is an important part of the move
journey. Half or more of new movers did/anticipate doing
research for moving services (51%) and home insurance
(50%) prior to moving. However, less than half did so/
anticipate doing so for mortgages (48%) and home
inspection services (45%).

Whether or Not Research Was Conducted for Services Related
to Homes and Moving

Marketing Tip
Leveraging shopping intent insights as part of your mover
marketing program helps you reach new movers when they’re
actively browsing online for products and services you offer.
Learn more.
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Time Spent Researching Services Related
to Homes and Moving
Moving to a new home requires a lot of planning. So, when it comes to finding
services, new movers are planning ahead. Before they move, new movers spend
three to four months on average researching services such as home insurance,
mortgages, moving services, and home inspection.

Marketing Tip
The research that takes place during the pre-move phase is a
pivotal time for brands to engage with movers. Reaching consumers
early in the move journey while they’re still reviewing their options is
key to staying top of mind and acquiring their business.
Learn more.
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Top 5 Items/Services Movers Spend on By Generation

How Much Movers Spend
New movers spend thousands of dollars, with the
highest amounts of money spent on items and
services for solar energy, roofing, home improvement,
flooring, furniture/home decor, appliances, windows,
automobile needs, and moving services.

Average Estimated Spent/Anticipate Spending on Items & Services

* Responses have been shortened for fit on the chart

~ $11k
30

is how much new
movers spent/
anticipated spending,
on average, in 2021.
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Marketing Tip
Moving gives consumers a “permission to spend mentality” and
chances are new movers are in-market for the products and
services your brand offers. V12’s industry solutions can help you
boost revenue by targeting new movers. Learn more.
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Timing of Purchases
New movers are predominately paying for items and
services prior to the move. Of new movers who did/
anticipate they will pay for items/services during the
process of their move, 72% do so prior to the move, while
44% do so after moving.

Timing of Purchases for Items & Services

72%
32

of new movers who did/
anticipate they will pay for
items/services during the
process of their move, do so
prior to the move.
2022 New Mover Trends Report

Marketing Tip
New movers plan ahead and shop early. Leveraging pre-move
indicators as part of your mover marketing program ensures your
brand reaches this valuable audience before your competition.
Learn more.
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New Movers are Willing to
Try New Brands
The majority (90%) of new movers are open to trying new
brands for any items and services. Good reviews (56%),
better prices than other brands of the same industry (51%),
and recommendations (48%) are among the top factors
that would entice new movers to try new brands.

Top Items/Services Movers Would Most Likely
Try a New Brand For

90%
34

Marketing Tip

of new movers would be
likely to try a new brand for
any items/services.
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Moving triggers consumers to try new brands, which presents
both a valuable acquisition opportunity and an attrition risk. V12’s
MoverMatch solution helps brands identify customers who are
moving in order to retain their business. Learn more.
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Research Methods & Enticements
Driving Purchase Decisions
More than three in five (62%) new movers pay for items via online
methods. When researching items, they rely heavily on information found
online. Good reviews, better prices and recommendations from friends/
family/neighbors entice new movers to try new brands.

Research Methods When Purchasing

Enticements to Try New Brands

New Mover Shopping Methods for Items They Paid for/Anticipate
They Will Pay for During the Process of Their Move

41% new movers shop online

and have items delivered to
their home

36

21% purchase items online
and pick up in-store

30% shop in-store
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Marketing Tip
New movers rely heavily on the internet to research and inform
their purchase decisions. As a result, your brand needs a strong
digital presence. In addition to deploying a mover marketing
program, prioritize SEO and reputation management.
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Social Media
Purchasing Power
New movers respond favorably to social media advertising
and SEM (Search Engine Marketing) campaigns. Nearly
two-thirds of new movers say they would be influenced to
make a purchase based on a social media ad (61%) and
a search engine ad (62%). Additionally, new movers say
they are likely to make a purchase from a social media ad
(65%) as well as from a search engine ad (58%).

Likelihood to Do Each of the Following
% Likely
65%

62%

49%

Nearly half of new
movers use social
media several
times a day or
more often.

56%

More than half of
new movers have
purchased from a
social media ad.

61%

Marketing Tip
58%
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More than half of new movers have purchased from a social
media ad. As a result, reaching new movers on social media is
an important part of your mover marketing program. V12 can
help your brand reach movers on social platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, TikTok, and more. Learn more.
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How Today’s New Mover Spends

What This Means
for Marketers
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How Today’s New Mover Spends

What This Means for Marketers
New movers are making important
purchase decisions before they
move. We can help you reach them.
The 2022 New Mover Report research revealed
that 7 in 10 new movers who did/anticipate they
will pay for items/services during the process of
their move do so prior to the move (72%). As a
result, brands must start engaging with movers
early in the moving journey.

MoverTech has unique access to premover data unlike any other data available on the
market today. The result? The largest database of movers across the entire move cycle
to power your acquisition and retention strategies.

MoverMatch Helps You Retain Your Moving Customers
Using your CRM data, V12 or your 3rd partner match partner will identify potential
and verified movers so you can deploy new mover marketing campaigns to retain
your moving customers.
WATCH VIDEO

CASE STUDY

How Porch & V12 Helped Identify Pre-Movers
35% Faster Than Other Vendors
Learn More About MoverTech’s Insights On the Move Journey
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New Movers &
Home Improvement
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Movers &
Home Improvement

Home
Improvement
Projects

Buying a home is one of the biggest investments
a consumer can make. More than two-thirds
(68%) of new movers are doing, planning to
do, or have already done home improvement
projects, with painting, landscaping, redecorating,
bathroom remodeling, and updating flooring
topping the list.

Home Improvement Projects In Progress/Planning/Already Completed

New movers are motivated to work on home
improvement projects. This section will explore
the top home improvement projects among new
movers and what methods they prefer using to
complete them.

~ 7 in 10
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new movers are doing,
planning to do, or have already
done home improvement
projects.
47

DIY vs Using a Contractor
More than 3 in 5 (63%) new movers would prefer DIY if they had home
improvement project(s) they needed done around their home - as
opposed to using a contractor.

64%

of movers are likely to use an online service to find
a contractor for home improvement projects if they
needed work done on their home.

Marketing Tip
Movers most likely to use an online
service to find a contractor are....
74% First Time Home Buyers
73% Moving Up
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Home improvement projects are an important part of protecting the
investment and value of a home. Property insights help your brand
understand what home improvements a consumer needs to make
now and in the future so you can target them with personalized offers.
Learn more.
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What This Means
for Marketers
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New Movers & Home Improvement

COMING 2023

What This Means for Marketers

Targeted advertising solutions to reach
127MM movers and homeowners,
actively shopping for your goods and services

Prebuilt Mover Audiences, Proven to Perform
The home is the biggest investment a consumer makes. Whether it’s
a first-time home purchase, a family moving up, or an empty-nester
downsizing, consumers are continuously shopping for their homes – and
the products and services you offer.

127MM Movers & Homeowners

First Time Home Buyers

Moving Up

Active Adults

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS

•
•

•

•
•

Income $60k-$80
Pocket of age 40-60+ consumers
that could be an opportunity

•

Income under $80k with skew
to the lower end
Age 30-49 years old

Income predominantly under $70k
Age 50+ with heavy skew to 60+

KEY LIFE TRIGGERS

KEY LIFE TRIGGERS

KEY LIFE TRIGGERS

•

•
•

•

Recently married

New baby
Recent college graduate in
the house

Recent college graduate in
the house

Target 30+MM movers, 80MM owner occupied US homes and 127MM consumers in the move and home ownership journey.
Our audiences are enhanced with rich insights into consumer preferences, lifestyles, interests, property data and billions of
purchase intent signals so you can target the right audiences for your brand at the time they’re in market for your products and
services.

Advertising Options to Meet Your Goals
Our team works with you to optimize your spend and ensure the highest ROAS. Visualize the impact with our
dashboard KPI reporting tools.

Optimize Your Ad Spend
Choose from a mix of public and private advertising options across offline and online channels, including branded email and
direct mail, co-op direct mail, and targeted social and display advertising. Only available from Porch.

Learn More About the Porch Media Network
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How to Get Started
with Mover Marketing
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Mover Marketing Resources

MoverTech Solutions Brochure
Download our solutions brochure to learn about our
extensive suite of mover insights and marketing programs.
DOWNLOAD NOW

The 2022 Marketer’s Perspective on Mover Marketing
Download the free 2022 Marketer’s Perspective on Mover
Marketing Report and explore how brands are utilizing mover
marketing strategies to increase their customer acquisition
and retention.
DOWNLOAD NOW

CASE STUDY

How a Furniture Chain
Boosted Revenue by
Tens of Millions
VIEW CASE STUDY

“

Our mover
marketing
program is like
printing money”
Chief Marketing Offcer

Connect With Us
Sign up to our newsletter to receive all of
the latest updates on mover marketing,
our Movers & Shakers podcast, new
research, and more.

SIGN UP
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Total (n=1,009 US adults who are new movers)
Gender
51% Male
49% Female
Age
19%
46%
22%
13%

18-25 (Millennials)
26-41 (Millennials)
42-57 (Gen X)
58+ (Baby Boomers+)

Regional Location
15%
Northeast
20%
Midwest
42%
South
22%
West

Demographics of
2022 New Movers

Houshold Income
31%
Less than $50k
29%
$50k-Less than $100k
40%
$100k+
Household Members Age 18+
21%
1 member
47% 2 members
19%
3 members
14%
4+ members
Household Members Age Under 18
55%
22%
18%
7%
2%

0 members
1 members
2 members
3 members
4+ members

Education
4%
Less than high school
7%
Completed some high school
21%
High school graduate
2%
Job-specific training program(s) after high school
21%
Some college, but no degree
12%
Associate degree
20%
Bachelor’s degree (such as B.A., B.S.)
1%
Some graduate school, but no degree
12%
Graduate degree (such as MBA, MS, M.D., Ph.D.)
Employment
56%
Employed full time
9%
Employed part time
5%
Self employed full time
3%
Self employed part time
5%
Not employed, but looking for work
2%
Not employed and not looking for work
4%
Not employed, unable to work due to disability or illness
8%
Retired
5%
Student
4%
Stay-at-home spouse or partner
Race/Ethnicity
53%
White
20%
Hispanic
18%
Black or African American
5%
Asian (NET)
1%
Native American or Alaskan Native
*
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
2%
More than one race
1%
Some other race
* Indicates a % greater than 0 but less than 1

Household Size
14%
1 Household members
25%
2 Household members
22%
3 household members
18%
4 Household members
20%
5+ Household members
Marital Status
46% Married/Living with Partner
38% Never married
16% Divorced/separated/widowed
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www.v12data.com

|

(800) 523-7346

|

info@v12data.com

